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Abstract

Breach remedies serve an important role in protecting relationship-specific investments. Theory predicts

that some common remedies protect too well and induce overinvestment because of complete insurance

against potential separation, and the possibility to prevent breach by increasing the damage payment due

through the investment made. In this paper we report on an experiment designed to address whether these

two motives show up in practice. In line with theoretical predictions we find that overinvestment does not

occur under liquidated damages. In case of expectation damages the full insurance motive indeed appears

to be operative. In case of reliance damages both motives are at work, as is predicted.
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1 Introduction

Through their provision of commitment, breach remedies play an important role in protecting (non-contractable)

relationship-specific investments.1 Without contractual commitment, under-investment may occur because

of holdup (cf. Williamson, 1985). Breach remedies can be used to overcome this holdup problem, because

they protect the investor against appropriation of the return on the investment by the trading partner. The

following three breach remedies are commonly used in practice and received considerable attention in the

theoretical literature (cf. Cooter and Ulen, 1997; Edlin, 1997; Posner, 1977):

• liquidated damages: the breacher has to pay a fixed amount – specified in the initial contract – to the

victim of breach;

• expectation damages: the breacher has to pay the amount that makes the victim equally well off as

under contract performance;

• reliance damages: the breacher compensates the victim such that the latter is equally well off as before

the contract had been signed.

Liquidated damages are always privately stipulated and have to be incorporated explicitly into the initial

contract. The other two remedies are, in various situations and circumstances, incorporated in the common

law as being the default remedy.

The theoretical literature reveals that breach remedies generally lead to too much protection thereby

inducing overinvestment.2 There are generally two motives to overinvest in the presence of breach remedies.

First, under expectation damages and reliance damages, the breach remedy effectively insures the investor

completely against potential separation. When separation (no trade between the original contract partners)

is efficient in some possible contingencies, the investor is then over-insured from a social point of view. She

1Within the Law and Economics literature, specific investments are usually referred to as reliance expenditures. In this paper
we use the terms investment and reliance interchangeably.

2Under certain ingeniously designed contracts breach remedies do not necessarily induce overinvestment. In particular, Edlin
and Reichelstein (1996) show that an initial contract that specifies a suitably chosen intermediate amount of trade together with a
breach remedy secures efficient investments. In practice, however, such elaborate contracts may not be used. Moreover, they may
also be unavailable because they require the contract to be “divisible”. In this paper we focus on the discrete framework in which
contracts are “entire” (q ∈ {0, 1}).
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will not accurately take account of the fact that the investment is not always socially profitable, and she will

therefore overinvest. The second motive to overinvest is only operative under the reliance damages rule.

Because the investor is in that case better off when the parties trade according to the contract than when

they separate, she may have an incentive to reduce the probability of separation by investing more. Higher

investments lead to a larger damage payment in case of a breach, making breach less attractive for the other

party.

This paper reports about an experiment designed to test the above predictions concerning overinvestment

under the various breach remedies.3 We do this in an environment in which renegotiation of the initial

contract is not possible (as in Shavell, 1980, and in Chung, 1992). This does not imply that we consider

the no-renegotiation setup to be more realistic or relevant than a setup in which renegotiation is possible.

It is even the case that holdup is predicted not to occur in the absence of renegotiation. The reason for

excluding a renegotiation stage is that the two overinvestment motives are also predicted to be at work in

the no-renegotiation case (cf. Shavell, 1980), meaning that this stage is not crucial for what we want to

establish in this paper. At the same time, excluding a renegotiation stage keeps the experiment as simple

and clear-cut as possible. This is important for two reasons. First, it minimizes the potential for subjects to

be confused or to misunderstand the experiment. Second, adding an extra stage changes the structure and

the nature of the relationship. While the game theoretical predictions remain essentially the same, there are

more possibilities to deviate which makes interpretation of deviating behavior more ambiguous.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the basic setup of the three

stage game studied experimentally and derives equilibrium predictions for each of the three breach reme-

dies. Section 3 describes the experimental design and formulates the hypotheses that are put to the test. The

experimental results are presented in Section 4. Observed behavior is by and large in line with the theo-

retical predictions. There is, however, one instance in which a substantial fraction of the subjects deviate

systematically from predicted behavior. Section 5 discusses possible explanations for this. The final section

3The theoretical literature also considers the remedy of ”specific performance”, which prohibits breach of contract by requiring
an agent to adhere to the contract if the other party asks him to do so. We do not study this remedy experimentally since breach
is not possible. The experiment then reduces to a single agent decision (investment) problem under certainty, lacking any strategic
interaction.
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summarizes and concludes.

2 The model

2.1 Basic setup of the model

We consider a bilateral trade relationship between a female buyer and a male seller. Both parties are assumed

to be risk-neutral. The buyer can make an upfront investment and the seller has an alternative trading

opportunity outside the relationship.4 Trade between the buyer and the seller is restricted to one unit. The

seller’s production costs are assumed to be fixed and are normalized at zero. When the buyer and the seller

trade, gross surplus equalsR(I) = V +v ·I. HereI ∈ [0, v] denotes the investment made by the buyer. This

investment is completely relationship-specific and also non-contractable, so that without some arrangement

that protects the investment holdup may occur. ParameterV > 0 represents the buyer’s basic valuation

when trading with the seller, andv > 0 is the constant increment in the buyer’s valuation with each unit of

investment. The costs of investment equalC(I) = I2.

Besides trading with the buyer, the seller may also trade his single unit outside the relationship at a

fixed price. Since the investment is completely relationship-specific, this outside bidb does not depend

on the investment made by the buyer. The outside bidb is unknown at the time the buyer decides on her

investment. In our simple setupb can either be low (bl) or high (bh). The probability that the latter case

applies equalsp. The buyer has no alternative opportunity. The timing of events is shown in Figure 1 (cf.

Che and Chung, 1999).

The standard holdup game starts with the buyer and the seller negotiating and signing a contract that

governs their relationship. This initial contract specifies that the seller receives a fixed paymentf in case

they trade according to the original contract. After the initial contract has been signed, the buyer chooses

4This assumption is without loss of generality. We could as well assume that the seller makes the investment and the buyer
has the outside trading opportunity (cf. Rogerson, 1984; Shavell, 1980). A real world example that fits the setup used in the
main text concerns a relationship between an employer and a worker, in which the employer invests in firm specific human capital
and the worker has the opportunity to work for another (outside) employer at a fixed wage (cf. MacLeod and Malcomson, 1993,
Malcomson, 1997). Rather than the exact role of the investor (either buyer or seller), the important assumption in our setup is that
the investor has no outside opportunity. The investor therefore never has an incentive to breach the original contract.
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the level of investment. Then uncertainty aboutb is resolved and its value becomes known to both players.

Knowing the price he can get from the alternative buyer, the seller decides whether to breach the original

contract or not. In case of breach he has to pay damages ofδ(I) to the buyer. This payment schedule may be

agreed upon by both parties and incorporated into the initial contract (privately stipulated damages) or may

be the default remedy. In the last stage the buyer and the seller may renegotiate the outcome that pertains

after the seller’s breach decision. For instance, they may mutually agree on lowering the damage payment

δ(I) in order to induce an efficient separation. After these renegotiations the final trade decision determines

the players’ payoffs.

We consider a condensed form of this game. We omit stage 0 in which the buyer and the seller negotiate

the initial pre-investment contract. We simply assume that such an initial contract specifyingf already

exists. Moreover, we do not allow for renegotiation after the seller’s breach decision. While this final stage

is crucial for holdup to occur, the predictions with regard to overinvestment do not depend on the inclusion

of this stage (cf. Shavell, 1980). Since overinvestment motives are the focus of this paper we omit this final

stage, as this gives the cleanest test of the working of these motives. Including a renegotiation stage may

lead to the introduction of other interfering factors.

The remaining three-stage game consists of the buyer’s investment decision in stage 1, nature’s outside

bid draw in stage 2, and the seller’s breach decision at stage 3. In Figure 1 these three stages are bold faced.

The breach remedies studied in this paper all imply a different damage scheduleδ(I).

• Liquidated damages (LI):δLI(I) ≡ δLI ≥ 0. A fixedamount, specified in the initial contract, has to

be paid by the seller in case of a breach;

• Expectation damages (EX):δEX(I) ≡ V + v · I − f . The seller compensates the buyer such that

the latter is equally well off as under contract performance. That is, the seller pays the buyer her

expectancy, i.e. the expected gross gains from trade;

• Reliance damages (RE):δRE(I) = I2. The seller compensates the buyer such that she is equally well

off as before the trade agreement had been signed. That is, the seller pays back the buyer’sinvestment

costs.
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The theoretical literature focuses on the investment and breach (in)efficiencies that the various remedies

induce. The socially efficient level of investmentI∗ follows from maximizing expected net social surplus

S(I). Due to our assumption thatbl < V ,5 trade between the buyer and the seller is always efficient when

the outside bid turns out to be low, irrespective of the level of investment chosen. Given this assumption,I∗

follows from:

max
I

S(I) = (1− p)(V + v · I) + p ·max{V + v · I, bh} − I2

The solution to the above maximization problem is given byI∗ = 1
2v whenbh ≤ V + 1

4(2− p)v2, and

I∗ = 1
2(1 − p)v whenbh ≥ V + 1

4(2 − p)v2.6 In the first case wherebh is rather low it holds that, at the

efficient investment level, trade between the buyer and the seller is always efficient, i.e. for bothb = bl and

b = bh. In the second case wherebh is rather high it holds forI∗ that separation, and thus breach, is efficient

whenb = bh. In the latter case an investor who wants to choose the efficient level has to take into account

that this investment pays off only whenb = bl. We take this latter case as being both the more plausible and

the more interesting one. Throughout we assume that:

Assumption 1.bh > V + 1
4(2− p)v2

Under assumption 1 it holds that, at the efficient investment level, trade is efficient whenb = bl, and that

separation is efficient in caseb = bh. We then have thatI∗ = 1
2(1 − p)v and thatS(I∗) = (1 − p)V + p ·

bh + 1
4(1 − p)2v2. Both I∗ andS(I∗) can be used as normative benchmarks to assess the performance of

the various breach remedies.

2.2 Equilibrium breach behavior

In this and the following subsection we solve for the equilibria of the three stage game described above. The

equilibrium concept employed is subgame perfect Nash equilibrium. We first determine equilibrium breach

behavior under each of the three breach remedies. In the next subsection we determine the corresponding

5We assumef ∈ (bl, V ) to secure that both the buyer and the seller obtain a payoff under contract performance that is at least
as large as what they would get in the absence of a contract.

6Details are given in the appendix.
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equilibrium levels of investment.

The breach decision of the seller is a simple dichotomous choice. When he does not breach the seller

obtains the fixed paymentf . In case of breach he sells his single unit to the outside buyer at a priceb, but

also has to pay the original buyerδ(I) in damages. The seller thus chooses to breach iffb > f + δ(I).7

Following Shavell (1980), we letB(δ(I)) = {b|b > f + δ(I)} ⊆ {bl, bh} denote the breach set, i.e. the

set of outside bid values for which the seller prefers to breach rather than to perform the contract. Due to

our assumption thatbl < f < V we actually haveB(δ(I)) ⊆ {bh}. Clearly, the breach set depends on the

specification ofδ(I).

By substituting the various formulas forδ(I) the breach set under the different breach remedies can be

obtained. For agivenlevel of investment we have in our setup that

∅ = BLI(δLI > bh − f) ⊆ BEX(I) = B∗(I) ⊆ BRE(I) ⊆ BLI(δLI < bh − f) = {bh}

HereBLI(δLI > bh − f) andBLI(δLI < bh − f) are used to denote the breach sets under liquidated

damages for the cases whereδLI > bh − f and δLI < bh − f , respectively. Note that the breach set

under liquidated damages is independent of the level of investment chosen.B∗(I) denotes the set of outside

bid values for which breach is socially efficient. We thus in general observe that under high liquidated

damages (δLI > bh − f ) too few breaches occur from a social point of view. For instance, whenb = bh

and bh > V + v · I the buyer and the seller inefficiently stick together; breach is then efficient. High

liquidated damagesδLI > bh − f make breach prohibitively costly. Contrarily, under reliance damages and

low liquidated damages (δLI < bh − f ) the seller generally breaches (weakly) too often. The expectation

damages rule is the only one that induces efficient separations for any given level of investment chosen.

Notice thatBEX(I) ⊆ BRE(I) holds for agivenlevel of investment. That is, only for a given level of

investment the seller is more inclined to breach under reliance damages than under expectation damages.

But, as the equilibrium investment level under reliance damages (weakly) exceeds the one under expecta-

tion damages (cf. Shavell, 1980), it may occur that under the respectiveequilibrium levels of investment,

7We resolve any indifference in favor of selling to the incumbent buyer. This tie-breaking assumption is inessential for our
results.
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breach occurs less often under reliance damages than under expectation damages:BRE(I∗RE) ⊆ BEX(I∗EX)

(whereI∗RE andI∗EX denote the equilibrium investment levels under the respective breach schedules). The

next subsection reveals that this may indeed occur in our setup.

2.3 Equilibrium investment behavior

Anticipating the breach decision of the seller, the buyer chooses the investment level that maximizes her

expected payoffs. Table 1 summarizes the predicted investment levels.8

From Table 1 it follows that breach remedies typically lead to overinvestment in relation-specific capital.

Only low liquidated damages (δLI < bh−f ) induce efficient investments. In our setup the optimal liquidated

damage schedule is not unique, as anyδLI < bh− f will work. In the other cases overinvestment is induced

by two motives.

The first one – thefull insurancemotive – follows from the fact that the buyer is completely protected

against a potential breach. Under high liquidated damages (δLI > bh − f ) this trivially follows from breach

being prohibitively costly to the seller, such that it never occurs. In the case of EX this follows because the

buyer is completely insured against potential separation. Irrespective of the breach decision of the seller, the

buyer always obtains her expectancy. She therefore just sees reliance as an investment with a certain payoff.

Under the RE breach remedy the buyer always recovers at least her investment costs. This effectively insures

her against the risk that the investment may appear (socially) unprofitable after all. Recall that Assumption

1 was made such that an investor who wants to invest the social optimum has to take into account that

separation is efficient whenb = bh and that, from a social point of view, the investment therefore only

pays off whenb = bl. This is reflected in the fact that the probability(1 − p) that b = bl appears in the

expression forI∗: I∗ = 1
2(1 − p)v. When the investor is fully insured her investment is independent of

(1− p) and equals12v. Full insurance thus constitutes over-insurance from a social point of view and leads

to overinvestment.

The second motive to overinvest is only present under reliance damages. This motive will be referred to

as thebreach preventionmotive. Because the buyer is worse off under breach compared to no-breach, she

8A formal derivation can be found in the appendix to this paper.
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has an incentive to effectively reduce the probability of breach through higher investments (Chung, 1995).

Higher investments increase the damage paymentδRE(I) the seller has to pay when he breaches, and there-

fore make breach less attractive and likely. This second motive to overinvest aggravates the overinvestment

problem due to the full insurance motive. In Table 1 the breach prevention motive is only effective in the

second case of RE that applies whenp is relatively high. There the buyer overinvests even relative to the

level I = 1
2v which she would have chosen when only the full insurance motive is present.

In the experiment we examine both the full insurance and the breach prevention motives to overinvest.

This is done in two complementary ways. For each of the breach remedies considered, we test the compar-

ative statics predictions concerning the level of investment chosen with respect top (cf. Table 1). We also

compare the observed investment levels across the three different breach remedies.

3 Experimental design and hypotheses

This section consists of three parts. The first subsection discusses the choice of parameter values used in the

experiment. The next subsection summarizes the hypotheses obtained from the game-theoretical predictions.

The final subsection gives an overview of the experimental treatments and sessions.

3.1 Choice of parameters

To convert the model of Section 2 into an experiment we have to choose specific values for the basic param-

etersv, V , f , bl, bh, andp. Because we want to test the comparative statics predictions with respect top,

two values forp have been chosen. These are referred to asp1 andp2. Our choices are led by the following

considerations. First, recall thatv by assumption equals both the largest possible level of investment and

the marginal increment in valuation with each unit of investment. Because our main focus is on investment

behavior, we allowed for enough variation in investment levels. We therefore chosev=100 and restricted the

possible investment levels to multiples of 5. Effectively, 21 different investment levels were thus allowed

for, viz. {0, 5,..., 100}.9 Second, equilibrium predictions remain exactly the same when we add a positive

9We did not allow for every integer value between 0 and 100 for the following two reasons. First, by restricting investment levels
to multiples of five, different investment levels lead to non-trivial differences in final payoffs. This strengthens subjects’ (relative)
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constant to the ‘level’ parametersV , f , bl, bh. Because we havebl < f < V < bh by assumption, we

normalizedbl to zero.10 Third, the probabilitiesp1 andp2 were chosen such that they would not be con-

sidered negligible by the subjects, and that the potential equilibrium investment levels1
2v, 1

2(1 − p1)v and

1
2(1−p2)v were sufficiently far apart (but not too close to 0).p1 = 1

5 andp2 = 3
5 satisfy these requirements.

We determinedV , f andbh in the following way. First, we needed to havebh > V + 4500, to satisfy

Assumption 1. Second, we chose them such that under reliance damages the first case in Table 1 applies

whenp = p1 and the second case whenp = p2. The equilibrium investment level is then indeed increasing

in p under RE, yielding the comparative statics prediction we want to test. Third, for the case wherep = p2

we wantedIRE =
√

bh − f to be an integer and an intuitive number, such that it was easily seen which

minimum level of investment would (theoretically) prevent breach. Because Assumption 1 requiresIRE ≥

67.08 in this case and the comparative statics prediction with respect top does not hold forIRE = 70,

we choseIRE = 80. Thus,bh = f + 6, 400. Our choices off=600 andV =1000, then secured that all

requirements are met.

Finally, for the case of liquidated damages the value of the fixed amountδLI also had to be determined.

Here we choseδLI=3400. This value equals the mean of the efficient expectation damages values (δLI =

δEX(I∗)) underp = p1 (4,400) andp = p2 (2,400) respectively.11 We chose the mean because equilibrium

predictions forδLI = 2, 400 andδLI = 4, 400 (and thus also the mean) are exactly the same, and we did

not want to change anything else besidesp when we considered the effect of changes inp. Given all the

above choices for the parameters, the net payoff tables that result under the three different breach remedies

are given in the Appendix.12

incentives to choose a particular investment level. Second, the experiment was easier to explain to the subjects. In particular, we
presented all 21 net payoff tables, one for each possible investment level, on one single sheet (see the Web Appendix). Clearly we
could not have done so with 101 different investment levels.

10Under our assumption thatbl < f < V < bh actually a positive constant can be added to onlyf , V andbh (leavingbl intact)
without affecting equilibrium predictions.

11Efficient expectation damages in general consitute the optimal private damage schedule in a variety of settings (cf. Spier and
Whinston, 1995).

12These net payoff tables are shown in the same way as they were presented to the subjects. In this presentation player A
corresponds to the buyer and player B to the seller. The columns under Blue correspond to the payoffs afterb = bl = 0, the
columns under Yellow to the net payoffs afterb = bh = 7, 000. In the experiment we usedT rather thanI to denote the
investment. Lastly, X corresponds to no-breach, and Y corresponds to breach.
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3.2 Hypotheses

Equilibrium predictions based on subgame perfection are summarized in Table 2.13 These predictions lead

to the following hypotheses:

1. Under LI the investment levels observed aredecreasingin p; under EX the investment levels observed

areindependentof p;under RE the investment levels observed areincreasingin p;

2. Investment levels arehigher under EX and RE than under LI; investment levels arehigher under

RE-High than under EX-High;14

3. The seller’s breach decision is always based on own payoff maximization;

4. The Pareto ranking of the three breach remedies equals LI>EX>RE.

Hypothesis 1 is based on the within remedy comparative statics predictions. The predicted comparative

statics inp provide a method to test the presence of the two motives to overinvest. When the observed

investment level is decreasing inp neither the full insurance nor the breach prevention motive appears to

be effective. This is the situation predicted for the liquidated damages measure. Under LI the buyer only

obtains a return on her investment whenb = bl and the seller does not breach. She thus realizes that her

investment does not always pay off. When the probabilityp that this latter situation applies increases, she

will invest less. When the observed investment level is independent ofp, (only) the full insurance motive

appears to be operative. This is the situation predicted for expectation damages. Under EX the buyer is

completely insured against potential breach because she always obtains her expectancy, and her investment

is therefore predicted to be independent ofp. In case the observed investment level is increasing inp, both

the full insurance and the breach prevention motive appear to exist. This situation theoretically only applies

for the reliance damages case. Because the buyer always recovers at least her investment costs under RE,

13The equilibrium predictions presented in Table 1 of Section 2.3 refer to the model with continuous action spaces. Clearly, the
number of possible investment levels is necessarily finite in an experiment. As a result, the equilibrium investment level may not
always be unique. The discrete model used in our experiment allows for two subgame perfect equilibria whenp = 3

5
and the RE

remedy applies:IRE = 80 andIRE = 85. The first equilibrium level requires that the seller chooses to breach afterb = bh with a
probability below13

80
. In all other cases the equilibrium investment level is unique.

14”High” in RE-High and EX-High refers to the case wherep = p2 = 3
5
.
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she is effectively fully insured against potential breach. But, she gets a positive payoff only when the seller

does not breach. When breach is rather likely to occur (p is high such that RE-High applies), the buyer is

more inclined to prevent breach by increasing the damage paymentδ(I) through higher investments.

Hypothesis 2 is based on the the between remedy comparative statics predictions. These provide a

complementary way to establish whether the two motives to overinvest are present. The third hypothesis

conjectures that the seller will always make his breach decision solely on the basis of his own payoffs.

The final hypothesis translates the equilibrium predictions concerning investment and breach behavior into

a prediction about efficiency losses. These are predicted to be smallest (even absent) under LI and largest

under RE. The prediction that EX performsstrictly better on efficiency grounds than RE follows from our

consideration of a non-optimal contract in the RE-High case. For optimal contracts EX only performs

weaklybetter than RE.

3.3 Treatments and sessions

The experiment is based on a3× 2 design. We consider three breach remedies and two values ofp. In each

session only one remedy was considered. All subjects within a session were confronted with both values of

p. We ran three sessions per remedy, such that we had nine sessions in total. Overall 180 subjects partici-

pated in the experiment, with 20 participants per session. The subject pool consisted of the undergraduate

student population of the University of Amsterdam. Somewhat over 50 % of the subjects were students in

economics. They earned on average 44 Dutch guilders (approximately US$ 20) in about one and a half

hours.

Each session contained 32 rounds. In each round the three-stage game of Figure 1 was played. The

32 rounds were divided into four blocks of eight rounds. In the first two sessions of each remedy the first

(rounds 1 through 8) and third block (rounds 17 through 24) consideredp equal to1
5 , in the other two blocks

p was equal to3
5 . In the third session of each remedy, this ordering was reversed so that we could test for

the presence of ordering effects. The main reason to employ this particular block structure was that it allows

us to test whether any learning effects are present in the data, by comparing subjects’ behavior in block one
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(two) with their behavior in block three (four). The start of every new block and the change ofp were both

verbally announced and shown on the computer screen.

Subjects’ roles varied over the rounds. This enhances subjects’ awareness of the other player’s deci-

sion problem. Alternating roles provide subjects with an opportunity to see things from the other player’s

viewpoint and thus understand the game better. It also doubles the number of investors observed in the ex-

periment. Within each block of eight rounds each subject was assigned the role of buyer exactly four times,

and the role of seller also four times. In each single round subjects were anonymously paired and could

meet each other only once within each block of eight rounds. Subjects were explicitly informed about the

matching procedure. What the subjects did not know was that within each session they were divided into

two separate groups of 10 subjects. Matching of pairs only took place within this group. We did this in order

to generate two independent aggregate observations per session.

In order to enhance comparability the empirical distribution of the outside bidb was exactly the same

over the different groups and sessions. We used an empirical distribution that in the aggregate exactly

matches the theoretical distribution, but contains sufficient variation over the individual subjects. Another

common element to all sessions was that we provided subjects with an initial endowment. Each subject

received 6,000 experimental points at the start of the experiment. The conversion rate was 1 guilder for

1,500 points, so that 1 US dollar corresponded to about 3,300 points. We provided subjects with an initial

endowment because we wanted buyers to have already some amount to spend when they had to take their

first investment decision. Otherwise they may have felt somewhat reluctant to invest in order to avoid an

immediate debt.

The equilibrium point predictions appearing in Table 2 only hold under the assumption of risk neutrality.

When subjects are risk-averse, these point predictions may change.15 It must be noted, though, that the

comparative statics hypotheses continue to apply, even in the presence of risk averse subjects. This also

holds for the predictions based on the comparison of investment levels across different breach remedies.

15Under EX the buyer effectively faces no uncertainty at all, so for that case predictions remain exactly the same for any risk
attitude of the buyer and the seller. This does not apply to the two other breach remedies. Also the theoretical Pareto-ranking of the
different damage rules may change under alternative risk attitudes, because the various rules lead to different allocations of risk (cf.
Shavell, 1984; Mahoney, 1995).
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The assumption of risk neutrality thus does not influence our main hypotheses. We therefore chose not to

use a lottery-ticket payoff procedure in order to induce risk-neutrality, also because previous experiments

indicated that this procedure may be ineffective (cf. Cooper et al., 1990; Millner and Pratt, 1991; Walker,

Smith, and Cox, 1990).

The experiment was computerized. Subjects started with on-screen instructions. All subjects had to

answer some questions correctly before the experiment started. For example, they had to calculate the

earnings of subjects for some hypothetical – not necessarily realistic – situations. Subjects also received a

summary of the instructions on paper (see the appendix). The instructions and the experiment were phrased

as neutrally as possible; words like opponent, game, player, buyer or seller were avoided. Subjects received

on paper a table which 21 payoff matrices for all feasible investment levels. At the end of the experiment

subjects filled out a short questionnaire and the earned experimental points were exchanged for money.

Subjects were paid individually and discreetly.

4 Experimental results

This section presents the findings of our experiment in the form of five Results. The presentation is divided

into three subsections which deal respectively with investment levels, breach decisions and efficiency.

4.1 Investment levels

The first result concerns the comparative statics regarding the relation between investment levels and the

probability of a high outside bid (cf. Hypothesis 1).

Result 1. Under LI investment levels decrease whenp increases. Under EX investment levels remain

virtually constant when p changes. Under RE investment levels increase when p increases.

Evidence supporting Result 1 is provided in Table 3. Theis table reports both the mean investment levels

and standard deviations by treatment and also gives test statistics for equality of investment levels across
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treatments.16 For each subject we calculated the mean investment level separately forp = 1
5 and forp = 3

5 .

For each breach remedy we can then test for the equality of these individual mean investment levels using

Wilcoxon signrank tests. For LI and EX it is found that the mean investment levels decrease when the

probability of a high outside bid increases from15 to 3
5 , while for RE an increase in the individual mean

investment levels is observed.

Similar conclusions are obtained from the group level data. Recall that we divided the 20 subjects within

a session into two groups that were independently matched. Members of one group were never matched with

a member of the other group. We thus have for each remedy six independent observations at the aggregate

group level. Under both LI and EX all groups invest less in the Low treatment than in the High treatment.

For all six groups that were confronted with the RE breach remedy we observe the opposite. Investment

levels are higher in the RE-High treatment. The figures in italics in Table 3 are the test statistics based on

group level observations.

The observed comparative statics under LI and RE are in line with equilibrium predictions. Those for

EX are not. Subgame perfection namely predicts that the investment level doesnotchange when the level of

p changes. But, although the fall of the mean investment level in the EX-treatment is statistically significant,

it is small in absolute magnitude (only 6%). Hence, we interpret the findings in Table 3 as supportive for the

equilibrium predictions set out in Section 3.2.

The next result relates to a comparison of investment levels across different breach remedies (cf. Hy-

pothesis 2).

Result 2.Investment levels are significantly higher under EX and RE than under LI, and significantly higher

under RE-High than under EX-High.

Evidence for Result 2 is again provided in Table 3. In all cases the realized average investment level

16Using Mann-Whitney ranksum tests, we found no differences at the 10 % level in investment levels between the three sessions
that were held for each of the three breach remedy treatments. These tests are based on the mean investment levels per level ofp
for each subject. This implies that the difference in ordering of the level ofp between the first two and the last session per treatment
makes no difference. Therefore we report results based on pooled sessions. Furthermore, using Wilcoxon signrank tests we did not
find any statistical differences at the 10 % level between rounds 1-8 and rounds 17-24, and between rounds 9-16 and rounds 25-32.
The latter results indicate that no significant learning effects can be detected in the data.
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is within (a fraction of) a standard deviation of the predicted investment level. This implies that we cannot

reject that the mean actual investment levels are equal to the predicted ones. The deviation is largest under

reliance damages when the probability of a high outside bid equals3
5 . Here the average investment level is 75

while 80/85 is predicted. These observations imply that the average investment levels under LI are almost

equal to the socially efficient levels of 40 and 20, while under the other two damage schedules average

investment levels as predicted exceed the first best levels.

Results from Mann-Whitney ranksum tests confirm that investment levels are significantly higher under

EX and RE than under LI, and also significantly higher under RE-High than under EX-High. Again tests

are performed at the level of individuals’ mean investment levels and on group level data. Comparing any

two remedies we reject equality of distributions well below the 5 % level.

Together Results 1 and 2 provide strong evidence that both motives for overinvestment are at work.

First, the operation of the full insurance motive is supported by the difference between the comparative

statics results for EX and LI observed in Result 1, and by the across remedies comparison between EX (and

RE) and LI reported in Result 2. Second, both the difference between the comparative statics results for RE

and EX (Result 1) and the significant difference between observed investment levels under RE-High and

EX-High (Result 2) point at the presence of the breach prevention motive. Our experimental results thus

confirm the distortionary impact of breach remedies on the incentives to invest.

Although the breach prevention motive is clearly operative under reliance damages, the finding that in

the RE-High treatment the mean investment level falls short of the equilibrium levels of 80 and 85 indicates

that it causes less overinvestment than predicted. The next result provides details.

Result 3.Under the RE-High treatment the distribution of investment levels is bi-modal with peaks at the

predicted level of 80/85 and at 50.

Table 3 presents means and standard deviations. More detailed information concerning separate invest-

ment decisions is given in Figure 2 which depicts the distributions of investment levels by treatment.17 From

these distributions it is apparent that the mean levels in Table 3 disguise quite some dispersion. In the LI

17Here separate investment decisions rather than individuals’ means investment levels are the units of observation.
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treatments actual investment levels cluster around the predicted levels of 40 (for LI-Low) and 20 (for LI-

High), with values in a -10 to +10 neighborhood occurring frequently. In the LI-Low treatment the mode

is 50 rather than 40, but this is compensated for by choices of 30. In the EX treatments a vast majority of

actual investment decisions equals the predicted value of 50. In the EX-High treatment it occurs somewhat

more often that subjects choose investment levels a bit below 50. The RE-Low treatment shows the least

variation in investment levels, with almost 90 % of the investment decisions equal to 50.18 RE-High is the

only treatment with a clear bi-modal distribution of investment levels. Besides a peak at the investment lev-

els of 85 and 80 there is a second peak at 50.19 Levels of 50 rather than 80/85 imply a substantially smaller

overinvestment than predicted. In section 5 we consider possible explanations for this observation.

4.2 Breach decisions

The next result relates to actually observed breach decisions.

Result 4. Sellers’ breach decisions are almost always (1) in line with own payoff maximization, and (2)

socially efficient.

Table 4 tabulates for each breach remedy the breach decisions against an index indicating whether the

seller gains from breaching (b > f + δ(I)) or loses from doing so (b < f + δ(I)). Also a third case is

distinguished in which the seller’s payoff is independent of his breach decision (b = f + δ(I)). Actual

breach decisions almost always coincide with equilibrium predictions. Of the 2,880 breach decisions less

than 2 % (40 decisions) contradict with own payoff maximization. Moreover, the breach decision is typically

also socially efficient. In less than 3 % of the cases inefficient trades with either the original or the outside

buyer occur (see the numbers in parentheses in Table 4). Inefficient breach decisions mostly occur under

reliance damages. There sellers in the aggregate indeed show a tendency of breaching too often from a

social point of view. Of the 214 breaches observed under RE about 26 % are inefficient. This particularly

18There is a small other peak in the distribution near 80-85 (4.8 %). In the RE-Low treatment there is no rationale for these
particular investment levels. Probably it occurs sometimes that subjects think that they are playing the RE-High instead of the
RE-Low treatment (although we explicitly tried to avoid this by announcing the change inp-regime also verbally, in addition to the
announcement on the computer screen).

19The frequencies belonging to these investment levels are respectively 54 %, 19 % and 18 %.
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happens when buyers invested 80 or more. In the first column there are 14 observations where sellers breach

while this is costly to themselves as well as to the buyer. In the middle column there are 33 cases in which

breaching is costless to the seller but harmful to the buyer. This may be attributed to sellers wanting to

punish buyers for their overinvestment. Recall that investment levels of 80 or 85 intend to prevent the seller

from breaching when he gets a high outside bid.

4.3 Efficiency

Our final result relates to the realized efficiency of the different breach remedies.

Result 5.The ranking of the remedies in terms of attained efficiency levels is: LI>EX>RE. Efficiency is

higher when the probability of a high outside bid is low.

This result is supported by the findings reported in Table 5. Column (1) gives the expected value of

the joint payoffs of the seller and the buyer when investment levels and breach decisions are equal to the

subgame perfect predictions. The predicted expected joint payoffs under LI equal the largest possible ex-

pected payoffsS(I∗), because equilibrium behavior under LI corresponds with socially efficient behavior.

The second column contains the average value of the actual joint payoffs. By subtracting the entries in col-

umn (2) fromS(I∗) the overall observed inefficiencies are obtained. Columns (3) to (5) decompose overall

inefficiency into three different sources. The first type of inefficiency is due to inefficient investments.20

Column (4) depicts the average loss in joint payoffs that can be attributed to inefficient breach decisions.21

The third source of inefficiency is due to the fact that the empirical distribution ofb conditional on the in-

vestment level chosenmay differ (slightly) from the theoretical distribution.22 The resulting (in)efficiency

cannot be attributed to the decisions of individual subjects and is therefore referred to as residual. The last

20This inefficiency is obtained from calculatingS(I∗)−S(Ichosen) for each interaction and subsequently averaging out over all
480 observations within a treatment.

21For each interaction the difference in joint payoffs under the efficient and the actual breach decision is calculated, taking the
actual investment level chosen as given. The reported breach inefficiencies reflect the average difference within a treatment.

22Our experimental procedures ensured that the realized frequencies of high outside bids exactly equaled 20 % and 60 % in the
Low and High treatments respectively. That is, we controlled the unconditional empirical distribution ofb. We did not control the
empirical distribution ofb conditional on the value of I, such that also this conditional distribution exactly equaled the theoretical
distribution.
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two columns present fractions between predicted expected joint payoffs, actual joint payoffs and maximal

expected joint payoffsS(I∗).

Although the average investment levels in the LI treatments are close to the efficient investment levels,

average realized payoffs are somewhat below the predicted expected payoffs. This is caused by the fact that

each deviation from the efficient investment level results in an efficiency loss. While over- and underinvest-

ments cancel out and make the average investment level close to socially optimal (Result 1), they both lead

to reduced payoffs. Average realized payoffs in the EX treatments are close to the predicted levels, and for

EX-High they even exceed the predicted level. This results from the fact that deviations from the predicted

investment level are typically in the direction of the efficient level. A similar picture emerges for the RE

treatments. Breach inefficiencies are typically negligible, except in the RE-High treatment.

5 Discussion

In five of the six treatments the equilibrium point predictions fare very well; average investment levels are

close to the predicted investment levels and breach decisions are almost always in line with own payoff

maximization. The single exception in which the equilibrium predictions receive less support is the RE-

High treatment. Here the average investment level equals 75 while 80/85 is predicted and most of the

unpredicted breach decisions occur in this treatment. As Result 3 shows, the lower average investment level

in the RE-High treatment results from the fact that in a substantial number of investment decisionsI = 50

is chosen. In this section we consider several explanations for these deviations.

A rationale for buyers to invest 50 rather than 80/85 lies in the anticipation of negative reciprocity.

Reciprocity entails that one is willing to forgo some money in order to punish behavior that is considered

as unkind or to reward behavior that is considered as kind. A growing body of experimental economics

studies points to the importance of reciprocity (Fehr and Gächter, 1998 and Fehr and Schmidt, 1999). A

buyer who invests 80/85 does so to prevent the seller from breaching. The seller has reason to perceive

this high investment level as an unkind action. It implies a large damage payment and because of that the

seller cannot benefit from the otherwise favorable high outside bid of 7,000. But under the RE-treatment the
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buyer’s payoffs depend on the seller’s breach decision, which gives the seller the opportunity to punish the

buyer for overinvesting by breaching the contract. A buyer who anticipates this punishment and wants to

avoid it will chooseI = 50 whenp = 3
5 rather than the predictedI = 80 or I = 85. Levels between 50 and

80/85 (or above 80/85) can also be interpreted as unkind and may trigger the seller to breach. AtI = 50 the

buyer still reaps the benefits from being completely insured. This reciprocity mechanism also explains why

sellers in the RE-High treatment sometimes breach when the outside bid is high (even when this costs them

money).

To address this mechanism more formally, we conducted an additional (seller-is-computer) session. In

this session of the RE treatment all subjects have the role of buyer. They play against the computer which

has the role of seller. The computer always chooses the option that gives it the highest payoff, implying

that it never breaches in order to punish the buyer for overinvesting when this incurs a cost.23 Subjects were

informed about this. Subjects played four blocks of eight rounds, where in the first and third blockp = 3
5 ,

and in the second and fourth blockp = 1
5 . The average investment level in this treatment equals 78.5 (with

s.d. 7.6) whenp = 3
5 , and 53.6 (with s.d. 8.1) whenp = 1

5 . The frequencies ofI = 50, I = 80/85 in

the RE-High treatment are now equal to 9.7% and 80.0%, respectively. These figures should be compared

with mean investment levels of 74.6 (s.d. 11.0) and 51.5 (s.d. 4.7) (cf. Table 3) and frequencies equal to

17.9% and 72.5%. For the RE-High treatment these differences are not significant when tested at the level

of individuals’ mean investment decisions, but they are significant at the 1%-level for individual investment

decisions. This indicates that there is a difference in investment behavior between the standard treatments

and the treatment in which the computer has the role of the seller.

Fairness or equity considerations provide no convincing explanation for these differences. A switch

from I = 85 to I = 50 changes the expected payoffs of the buyer and the seller from 1,675 and 600 to 1,160

and 2940. This implies that preferences have to be extremely altruistic to account for buyers who choose

I = 85 when they play against the computer andI = 50 when they play against other subjects. And if

buyers are very altruistic it would be better to investI = 40 as this gives expected payoffs equal to 1,120 for

23WhenI = 80 and the outside bid is high, the seller is indifferent between breaching and not breaching. In this case the
computer chooses the two with equal probabilities. Subjects are informed about this.
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the buyer and 3,480 the seller. As choices ofI = 40 are not observed in the RE-High treatment, we attribute

the difference between the standard RE-sessions and the seller-is-computer RE-session to the anticipation

of negative reciprocity.

The fact that when playing against the computer almost 10% of the investment choices equal 50 is

somewhat uneasy because it suggests that not all theI = 50 choices in the standard RE-High treatment

can be attributed to anticipation of negative reciprocity. Closer inspection of the results of the seller-is-

computer session reveals, however, that the 10% ofI = 50 choices in the RE-High treatment should be

attributed to a few subjects who frequently make mistakes and mix up the optimal choices of the High

and the Low treatments. The same subjects who often choseI = 50 in the RE-High treatment, chose

I = 80/85 in the RE-Low treatment. As a result the frequency ofI = 80/85 in the RE-Low treatment in

the seller-is-computer session equals 11.3%, while in the standard RE-Low treatment this is only 4.8%.24

An explanation for this difference might be that in the seller-is-computer session subjects do not interact so

that subjects who mix up the RE-High and RE-Low treatments never see the decisions of others. It appears

thus that the findings of the seller-is-computer session of the RE-treatment are more biased due to subjects

making errors than was the case in the standard RE-treatment.25

The interesting related question is whether buyers’ anticipation of negative reciprocity in the standard

RE-High treatment is justified. Recall that sellers typically base their breach decision on own payoff max-

imization. Although one might expect sellers to reciprocate negatively when the buyer invests 85 or more,

this occurs in only 10 out of 158 cases. Apparently the seller is not offended enough by the overinvestment

or finds a punishment in the form of breaching too costly. It is instructive to compare these results with those

where the investment equals 80 and the outside bid is high. In that case the seller’s payoff is independent

of the breach decision (b = f + δRE(80)). In 21 out of 54 cases the seller then chooses not to breach,

24This type of errors are poorly captured by the quantal response model of McKelvey and Palfrey (1995, 1998). We estimated
this model for the data of the standard RE-High treatment using a logit specification. Results show that the model clearly has
difficulties tracking the realized frequency belonging to the investment level of 50. The Web Appendix provides details.

25Other possible explanations for the frequent choice ofI = 50 in the RE-High treatment are that 50 is the natural focal point as
the mid-point in the permitted investment range of 0 to 100, or that risk aversion makes an investment choice of 50 desirable. The
focal point explanation receives some support from the observation that in the LI-Low treatmentI = 50 is the mode whileI = 40
is the predicted investment level. This is weakened by the finding that in the LI-High treatmentI = 50 is almost never chosen.
Risk aversion has no bite as explanation as in the RE treatmentI = 50 is a more risky choice thanI = 80/85.
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which suggests that these sellers don’t feel offended by the buyer’s overinvestment decision. Otherwise they

could have punished the buyer at no cost. In the other 33 cases the seller uses the opportunity to costlessly

punish the buyer. But of course, the 21-33 division might as well reflect that the sellers randomize over two

equivalent alternatives. In any case, raising the investment level from 80 to 85 clearly prevents breaching

under reliance damages. Sellers are typically not willing to punish the buyer when it is costly to do so.

The above results with respect to sellers’ observed breach behavior suggest that preventing breach almost

surely through a choice ofI = 85 is beneficial to the buyer, compared with investing eitherI = 80 or

I = 50. Indeed, for the RE-High treatment buyers’ average payoffs equal 1,603 when the investment equals

85, 1,236 for an investment of 80, and 1,079 when the investment equals 50. (Equilibrium predictions for

the expected payoffs of the buyer equal 1,675 whenI = 85 and 2,000 whenI = 80 and the seller never

breaches, and 1,160 whenI = 50.) Hence, given sellers’ behavior, it is not in a buyer’s best interest to

invest 50.

6 Conclusion

Breach remedies serve an important role in protecting relationship-specific investments. The theoretical

literature predicts that in various situations some commonly used types of breach remedies protect too well,

in the sense that they induce overinvestment. The two driving forces behind this result are the full insurance

motive and the breach prevention motive. Whether these two motives are of any practical significance and

indeed induce overinvestment is an empirical issue.

The experiment covers three different breach remedies: liquidated damages, expectation damages and

reliance damages. For each remedy, two treatments are distinguished: one in which the probability of a high

outside bid is low and one in which this probability is high. The resulting3 × 2 design allows us to base

conclusions concerning the relevance of the two overinvestment motives on a comparison of the comparative

statics results within breach remedies, as well as on a comparison of investment levels across remedies.

The results provide convincing evidence that both motives play a role. But the extent to which the

breach prevention motives affect the investment level is somewhat less than predicted. We attribute this to
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some investors anticipating that a high level of investment may trigger negative reciprocity. Although there

indeed seems some reason to anticipate negative reciprocity, it turns out that in only a very few cases the

non-investing party is prepared to bear the costs of punishing the investor for her overinvestment.

The finding that overinvestment occurs when damages are determined on the basis of expectation dam-

ages or reliance damages calls for some caution with the use of these types of damages. Especially in circum-

stances where a favorable outside opportunity is rather likely, expectation damages and reliance damages

can substantially reduce efficiency. Appropriately chosen liquidated damages are likely to perform much

better in that case.

This paper studied a condensed form of the holdup game which omitted the renegotiation stage. While

this renegotiation stage is essential for the holdup problem to occur, the predictions with regard to the

overinvestment motives carry over to the setup without renegotiation. Now that this paper has established

that these motives are indeed at work in the simple setup, future experiments can build on this to investigate

whether this is also true in the more realistic setting with a renegotiation stage.
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Appendix

A Derivation of the efficient level of investment

We have to solve the following maximization problem:

max
I

S(I) = (1− p)(V + v · I) + p ·max{V + v · I, bh} − I2

First observe that an investment level ofI = (bh − V )/v, such thatV + v · I = bh and the max term is

at its kink, can never be optimal. For this investment level the right derivative ofS(I) equalsv − 2I, while

the left derivative equals(1 − p)v − 2I. The right derivative is thus larger than the left derivative for this

investment level, which immediately yields thatI = (bh − V )/v cannot be the optimum.

Therefore, only two cases have to be considered. First, assume thatbh > V +v ·I for the efficient level of

investment. It immediately follows thatI = 1
2(1− p)v in that case. For the assumption to hold it is required

thatbh > V + 1
2(1−p)v2. Second, supposebh < V +v ·I for the socially optimal level of investment. Then

I = 1
2v and it is required thatbh < V + 1

2v2. Now whenV + 1
2(1−p)v2 < bh < V + 1

2v2 both candidates for

the optimum exist. Expected net social surplus whenI = 1
2(1−p)v equals(1−p)V +p · bh + 1

4(1−p)2v2,

while in caseI = 1
2v it equalsV + 1

4v2. Comparing these two expected payoffs it immediately follows that
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whenbh > V + 1
4(2− p)v2 the former is strictly larger, and whenbh < V + 1

4(2− p)v2 the latter is strictly

larger. The result immediately follows. QED.

B Derivation of the equilibrium levels of investment

We have to solve the following maximization problem:

max
I

π(I) = (1− p)(V + v · I − f) + p · δ(I) · 1{I∈B(I)} + p · (V + v · I − f) · (1− 1{I∈B(I)})− I2

Here1{I∈B(I)}is used to denote the indicator function which is equal to 1 iffbh ∈ B(I) for the value

of I chosen, and 0 otherwise. The function simply indicates whether breach occurs whenb = bh for the

particularI chosen. We next consider the three different breach remedies separately.

• (LI). WhenδLI < bh−f the seller breaches (only) whenb = bh. The buyer thus obtains(1−p)(V +

v · I − f) + p · δLI − I2. We directly getILI = 1
2(1 − p)v. In caseδLI > bh − f the seller never

breaches. ThusILI = 1
2v.

• (EX). Here we haveδEX(I) = V + v · I − f , such thatπ(I) = V + v · I − f − I2. We immediately

getIEX = 1
2v.

• (RE). There are two relevant ranges forI to consider. In the range whereI <
√

bh − f the seller

breaches the contract (only) whenb = bh. The buyer’s expected payoff is then(1−p)(V +v ·I−f −

I2). In caseI ≥
√

bh − f the seller never breaches and the buyer obtainsV +v·I−f−I2. Given these

two ranges, in principle two relevant different situations have to be distinguished (ignoring knife-edge

cases):
√

bh − f ≤ 1
2v and1

2v <
√

bh − f . (Note that12v equals the investment level the buyer would

have chosen in the absence of possible breach of contract.) Now, our assumption thatf < V together

with Assumption 1 entails thatbh−f ≥ 1
4v2, such that the first situation cannot occur. Only the second

situation of12v <
√

bh − f remains. Here the seller would surely breach if the buyer chose investment

level I = 1
2v andb turned out to be high (b = bh). The buyer may want to forestall such a breach
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by choosingI =
√

bh − f instead. The equilibrium level of investment immediately follows from

comparing the expected payoffs under these two levels of investment:π(1
2v) = (1−p)(V + 1

4v2−f)

andπ(
√

bh − f) = V + v
√

bh − f − bh. QED.

C Summary of the instructions

This experiment consists of 32 rounds. At the beginning of each round the participants are paired in cou-

ples. The division into couples is chosen such that it is impossible that you are paired with the same other

participant in two consecutive periods. It also holds that within each of the four consecutive blocks of eight

rounds viz. rounds 1 up to 8, rounds 9 up to 16, rounds 17 up to 24 and rounds 25 up to 32 you will never

be paired with the same other participant in more than one round. Whenever you meet the same participant

again is unpredictable. With whom you are paired within a particular round is always kept secret from you.

One of the participants in a pair has role A, the other has role B. Within a round you will keep the same

role. What exactly your role is, you will hear at the beginning of each round. Over the rounds your role

varies. This variation is chosen such that you will be assigned the role of A in exactly half of the total

number of rounds, and the role of B in the other half.

Each of the 32 rounds consists of 3 stages. In stage 1 the participant with role A takes a decision. In

stage 3 the participant with role B makes a decision. In stage 2 a disk is turned around by the computer, in

order to determine the color that applies in this round. During the three stages of one round you remain to

be coupled with the same other participant. The three stages take the following form:

1. Participant A within a couple chooses the amount T. This amount has to be between 0 and 100 and,

moreover, has to be a multiple of 5. After A has made his/her decision, B is informed about this

choice. The choice of A for a particular amount T influences the final payoffs of both participants

within a couple. Exactly how this dependency is, will be explained below when we discuss stage 3.

2. In order to determine the color that applies in this round, a disk is turned around by the computer.

When the disk has come to a stop, it will point at a particular color: blue or yellow. The color
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indicated by the disk is communicated to both participants within a pair. This color co-determines the

number of points the participants receive at the end of the round. The probability that the disk will

point at yellow depends on the number of the round. The total number of 32 rounds is divided into

four blocks of 8. In the rounds 1 up to 8 and the rounds 17 up to 24 the probability of obtaining yellow

is 20%. In the rounds 9 up to 16 and 25 up to 32 the probability of obtaining yellow is 60%. The two

disks are reproduced below.

3. Participant B chooses between two options: X and Y. After participant B has made his/her choice, A

is informed about this choice. The rounds then comes to an end for both participants within a couple.

The general table appearing at the top of the additional sheet handed out (shown below) reflects the

number of points both players have earned in the particular round. The number of points received depends

on A’s choice of amount T in stage 1, the color indicated by the disk in stage 2 (blue or yellow), and B’s

choice in stage 3 (X or Y). In this general table you have to fill in yourself the particular value of T chosen by

A in order to obtain the appropriate number of points. You can also make direct use of the specific table that

applies for the particular value of T chosen by A. For each possible choice of T{0, 5,..., 100} the regarding

specific table is also printed on the additional sheet. (In the upper left corner of these specific tables you will

find the relevant value of T inbold.)

At the start of the experiment you receive 6000 points for free. At the end of the experiment you will

be paid in guilders, based on the total number of points you earned. The conversion rate is such that 1500
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points in the experiment correspond to one guilder in money.

General Table (LI). Number of points for both participants.

LI Blue Yellow

A B A B

X 400 + 100T − T 2 600 400 + 100T − T 2 600

Y 3400− T 2 -3400 3, 400− T 2 3,600

General Table (EX). Number of points for both participants.

EX Blue Yellow

A B A B

X 400 + 100T − T 2 600 400 + 100T − T 2 600

Y 400 + 100T − T 2 −400− 100T 400 + 100T − T 2 6, 600− 100T

General Table (RE). Number of points for both participants.

RE Blue Yellow

A B A B

X 400 + 100T − T 2 600 400 + 100T − T 2 600

Y 0 −T 2 0 7, 000− T 2
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Figure 1 of 3

0 1 2 3 4

Contract Buyer invests Nature draws Seller makes Renegotiation
Negotiated outside bid breach decision and trade

fixed price I ∈ [0, v], C(I) = I2 b ∈ {bl, bh} breach remedy: pay
f ∈ (bl, V ) R(I) = V + v · I p = Pr(b = bh) δ(I) ≥ 0 after breach

Figure 1: Timing of events in the standard holdup game
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Table 1 of 5

Table 1: Equilibrium predictions

Breach δ(I) Case Equilibrium Breach set Breach set
remedy investment atI∗δ(I)

LI δLI f + δLI < bh
1
2(1− p)v {bh} {bh}

f + δLI > bh
1
2v ∅ ∅

EX V + v · I − f 1
2v b > V + vI {bh}

RE I2 (1− p)(V − 1
4v2 − f) 1

2v b > f + I2 {bh}
> V − v

√
bh − f − bh

(1− p)(V − 1
4v2 − f)

√
bh − f b > f + I2 ∅

< V − v
√

bh − f − bh

Efficient 1
2(1− p)v b > V + vI {bh}

Remark.For both LI and RE the first case applies foroptimal contracts, i.e.f is such it maximizes the joint surplus
of the buyer and the seller.
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Table 2: Equilibrium point predictions

Breach remedy Specification Investment level Breach set Breach set
p = 1

5 p = 3
5 at Ieq

LI δLI(I) = 3, 400 40 20 {bh} {bh}
EX δEX(I) = 400 + 100 · I 50 50 {b > 1, 000 + 100 · I} {bh}
RE δRE(I) = I2 50 80/85 {b > 600 + I2} {bh}, ∅

Efficient 40 20 {b > 1, 000 + 100 · I} {bh}

Remark.v = 100, V = 1, 000, f = 600, bl = 100, bh = 7, 000, p1 = 1
5 , p2 = 3

5 andδLI = 3, 400.
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Table 3: Mean investment levels by treatment and tests for equality

Probabilitybh Signrank tests (p-values)
Breach remedy p = 1

5 p = 3
5 p = 1

5 vs. p = 3
5

LI 40.84 [40] 21.72 [20] .0000
(6.01) (5.78) .0273

EX 49.76 [50] 46.74 [50] .0000
(3.26) (5.21) .0277

RE 51.51 [50] 74.64 [80/85] .0000
(4.69) (11.01) .0277

Ranksum tests (p-values)
LI vs. EX .0000 .0000

.0038 .0039
LI vs. RE .0000 .0000

.0039 .0038
EX vs. RE .0139 .0000

.0038 .0103

Remark.Thep-values in normal font are based on mean investment levels of individuals,p-values in italics are based
on mean investment levels per group.
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Table 4: Breach decisions by breach remedy and outside bid

Outside bidb
Breach remedy Action b < f + δ(I) b = f + δ(I) b > f + δ(I)
LI No breach 567 0 7 (7)

Breach 9 (9) 0 377 (2)

EX No breach 576 7 4 (4)
Breach 3 (3) 1 (1) 369

RE No breach 720 21 5 (4)
Breach 14 (14) 33 (33) 167 (8)

Remark.Non-equilibrium choices are bold faced. Inefficient choices are in parentheses.
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Table 5: Joint payoffs

Predicted Average Investment Breach Residual
expected realized inefficiency inefficiency inefficiency

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (1)/S(I*) (2)/S(I*)
LI-Low 3,800 3,652 112 65 -29 1 .96
LI-High 5,000 4,812 121 65 2 1 .96
EX-Low 3,700 3,652 123 27 -2 .97 .96
EX-High 4,100 4,189 785 19 7 .82 .84
RE-Low 3,700 3,595 189 27 -11 .97 .95
RE-High 2,275 2,554 2,199 255 -8 .46 .51

Remarks.S(I∗) bold faced. It holds thatS(I∗)− (2) = (3) + (4) + (5).
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